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ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. US-1

COMPONENT UPPER SKIN PART ID NO.
,

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The loss of the front spar and spanwise beam #3 High
attachment to the upper skin panel would result in some
loss of compression stability of the upper skin panel.

If the structure sustains thermal darnage from fire, it will High
result in decreased structural capability.

Buckling of the upper skin is potentially initiated between Upper skin panel has residual deflection of an upward bow Medium
the midspar and the rear spar and restraint would be to the left of BL O and slight upward curvature to the right
provided by the BL O rib which is consistent with an of BL O with the inflection point at BL O.
inflection in the curvature at BL O.

The initial fracture consistent with upper panel buckling is 1. Bending fracture in the skin panel at SWB #l is through Medium
potentially along the attachment to spanwise beam #l. This the fastener row and the fracture exhibits upward bending
fracture runs primarily through the single fastener row both fwd and aft of the fastener row.
common to the upper chord of the spanwise beam. 2. Fore/aft fractures are not continuous forward or aft of

the fracture running along SWB#l suggesting that the
fracture along SWIM 1 existed prior to the fractures
occurring at LBL 40, LBL 5, RBL 76, and RBL 100. (see
figure B-1)
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ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO.

COMPONENT UPPER SKIN PART ID NO.

US-2

I

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The upper panel fractures near LBL 11 at the rear spar and 1. Mating fracture between CW-135 and CW-103 is M e d i u m
the fracture apparently propagates to spanwise beam #1 to sooted on CW-103 and not sooted on CW-1 35.
connect with the fracture already existing at SWB #1. This 2. The upper surface of CW-103 is heavily sooted and the
fracture matches a fracture location on the rear spar. upper surface ofCW-13 5 is only slightly sooted.

3. Curvature/deflections of the upper skin panel shows
bowing of skin to the left of BL 0,

The panel fractures between CW-115 and CW-102 are 1. Same general curvatureofCW-115 and CW-1 35. CW-115 has curvature on the Medium
consistent with buckling of the upper skin in the bay 2. Sooted fracture on CW-102 and unsooted fracture on outbd end that CW- 135 does not
between the midspar and spanwise beam #1. The buckling CW-135. have.
pattern takes a slightly different mode as compared with 3. Upper surface of CW-102 is heavily sooted and less
the shape of CW-135 as the outbd end ofCW-115 also soot on the upper surfaceofCW-115,
shows upward curvature.

The upper skin between SWB#2 and the midspar shows Medium
apparent spanwise buckling but the wave form changes as
there is no BLO rib fwd of the midspar to continue to force
an inflection at BL O. The fracture continues to follow the
panel maximum curvature along approx. LBL 34.
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ZONE

COMPONENT UPPER SKIN

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE

During major wing breakup, a spanwise fracture occurs
just fwd of spanwise beam #2 that extends from the left
side of body to the right side of body.

Compression fractures of the upper skin panel potentially
results in separationofCW-101 from CW-114 and CW-
129.

There are numerous additional compression fractures that
could occur as part of the final breakup of the wing. Most
of these are to the left of approx. LBL 34 separation line,

The upper skin panel approximately to the right of LBL 34
remains attached to the right wing at major airplane
breakup.

Pieces close to the left side of body rib (to the left of
LBL127) stayed with the left wing at major airplane
breakup.

Pieces to the right of LBL 127 and left of LBL 34 could,
have separated independently or stay with the right wing
during a portion of the soot exposure, .

SEQUENCE ID NO. US-3

PART ID NO.

SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS

The skin panel forward of the fracture shows a different
deflected shape fwd of the spanwise fracture as compared
with aft of the fracture. The skin panel fwd shows greater
levels of curvature prior to failure as the absence of
spanwise beam 3 and the front spar allows curvature both
above and below a straight line passed between both side of
body ribs.

Compression buckling fracture along approximately
LBL34

Heavy consistent soot patterns on internal and external
surfaces to the right of approximately LBL 34,

1. Compression fracture along LBL 127.
2, Consistent lack of sooting on the pieces to the left of

LBL 127.

1. Soot accumulations are not consistent with the pieces
that remain with either the left or right wing.

2. Compression fractures on both inbd and outbd ends of
pieces to the left of approximately LBL 34 and right of
LBL 127,

NON-SUPPORTING
OBSERVATIONS

Confidence
Level

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
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ZONE ‘

COMPONENT UPPER SKIN

SEQUENCE ID NO. US-4

PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS I NON-SUPPORTING ] Confidence

CW-101 possibly separates independently from the right
wing along a secondary fracture near the right side of body
after major airplane breakup. This would possibly occur
after some fire inside the center section prior to wing
breakup with some fire in the center section after breakup.

1. Aft fracture of CW-101 unsooted with sooted fractures
on CW-126, CW-125, CW-102, and CW- 104.

2. CW-101 sooted on underside but not sooted on topside
which is different than all other panels.

3, CW-104 is sooted on the inbd end from S-29& and
lightly sooted fwd of S-29.

OBSERVATIONS Level
Medium
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ZONE ‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. LS-1

COMPONENT LOWER SKIN PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

As a result of the wing breakup, the lower skin apparently 1. Sooted fracture faces on the panels that potentially 1. Exterior soot comparison Medium
separates into 2 major sections. remain attached to the right wing and unsooted between CW-221 fwd of

fracture faces on those segments that potentially stringer S-1 5 has much lower
1. The aft left comer (LBL 100 to LBL 127 and R.S. to remain attached to the left wing. soot deposits than CW-218

S-5) including CW-21O, CW-222, CW-212, and CW- and CW-219 aft of S-15
224 remain with the left wing. The section from LBL 2. Exterior surface of CW-210, CW-2 12, CW-224, and which could suggest that
90 to the S.O.B. from the midspar to S-15 including CW-222 are more heavily sooted in comparison to CW-221 did not remain with
CW-206, CW-229, CW-219, ANDCW-218 stays with segments fwd and more inbd of them. left wing.
the left wing. CW-221 also stays with the left wing.

2. A potential additional secondary failure occurs 2. Outbd wing lower skin at the
between CW-203 and CW-204 but CW-204 remains side of body has sooted
attached to the right wing portion through partial portions of the side of body
attachment to CW-202 and lower panel stringers 1,2, interface that are not sooted
and 3. on CW-221.

3. The remainder of the lower panel remains with the
right wing.

Additional mating clean fracture faces are consistent with Some local indications of Medium
water impact or are at least apparently subsequent to the partially sooted fractures exist
primary wing breakup. within areas of clean fracture

faces.

1“





“ ZONE ' SEQUENCE ID NO. RS-1

COMPONENT Rear Spar PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The upper spar chord web flange and the spar web 1. The mating fracture between CW-1OO4 and CW-1006 Medium
fractures at LBL 1 I. The fracture apparently propagates is sooted on CW-1OO4 and not sooted on CW-1OO6.
down through the web to near the lower chord and 2. The upper skin panel has a fwd running fracture
progresses outbd to LBL 60. The lower chord fractures at originating at LBL 11 at the rear spar. This fracture is
LBL 60 and LBL 100 and the rear spar would possibly the major delineation of the upper skin panel for what
separate into two major sections. remained with the right wing.

3. The lower skin panel has a fracture at LBL 100 which
originates at the rear spar. This fracture is the major
delineation of the lower skin panel between the left
and right wing portions.
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‘ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. RS-3

COMPONENT Rear Spar PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The fractures through the segments to the left of LBL 100 Unsooted fractures on mating surfaces of parts. High
and above CW-1OO5 and CW-1OO7 are consistent with
water impact damage or at least possibly occurred
subsequent to the wing breakup.



‘ZONE ‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. RS-2

COMPONENT Rear Spar PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The fracture patterns are consistent with the fracture in the Medium
upper chord propagating to the right to RBL 33 at which
point the fracture extends vertically through the spar chord
and web between CW-1OO2 and CW- 1004. The fracture
apparently continues to run horizontally between CW-1OO2
and CW-1OO3.

Segment CW-1OO2 separates from CW-1OO3 below it and 1. Residual curvature of the combined sections CW- 1003, Heavy fire damage and distortions Low
the combined sections ofCW-1003,CW-1011, and CW- CW-101 1, and CW-101O result in CW-1OO3 being are extremely inconsistent across
1010 potentially buckle and bow aft which would allow a bent aft of the rear spar by almost 90°. mating fractures and across both
continuing fire to burn the sections nearest to RBL 33 and 2. The regions nearest to RBL 33 show the greatest level the internal and external surfaces.
the portions that have bowed aft could be out of the direct of fire damage.
fire resulting in decreased fire damage.

I



ZONE ‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB1-1

COMPONENT SWB #1 PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

Sooting is consistent with overpressure and fire occurring Deformation (with subsequent sooting) on  aft side of access High
in the wing center section cavity prior to wing breakup doors between nutplate attachments indicates intact
with the major portion of the structure apparently pressure capability of not only the access doors but also the
remaining intact. remainder of the local primary structure during an

overpressure event and subsequent fire.

During wing breakup, the fractures in the spanwise beam Electrical conductivity measurements between adjacent Medium
occur between CW-902 and CW-901, betweenCW-901 sections show similar conductivity readings indicative of
and CW-906, and between CW-907 and the left side of similar thermal exposure.
body rib.

Right to left wing separation may occur between left side of 1. Soot inside upper splice fitting which is common to Medium
body rib and CW-907. the left upper wing splice.

2. Electrical conductivity and sooting commonality on all
adjacent spanwise beam segments.

Major damage to the access doors occurs after soot No apparent soot on exposed honeycomb material on door. Medium
exposure.
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ZONE ‘

COMPONENT Midspar

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE

During the keel beam separation, the tension fasteners
common to the keel beam fracture and the downward
motion of the keel beam produces the residual bending of
the keel beam tension bolts as shown in figure B-3.

SEQUENCE ID NO. MS-1

PART ID NO.

SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING
OBSERVATIONS

1. Tension fasteners are bent aft 60 degrees as shown in
figure B-1.

2. Drag mark exists on forward side of the tension
fastener hole in the lower skin panel.

Medium I

4
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ZONE ‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. BLO-1

COMPONENT BL O Rib PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

An inflection point at BL O is forced during upper panel Buckling pattern of the upper wing skin shows inflection at Medium
buckling and apparent subsequent compression fractures of BL O.
the upper panel during wing breakup.

BL O rib remained with the right wing after major airplane Consistent level of fire damage and soot accumulation on Medium
breakup. the rib and adjacent structure that remained with the right

wing after major airplane breakup,
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Z O N E  SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB2- 1

COMPONENT SWB#2 PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

Spanwise beam is possibly intact prior to the keel beam Keel beam tension fasteners failed by stripping threads out Structure from left side of Medium
tension bolt fracture. The condition of the related parts is of the nut indicating relatively pure tension loading with SWB#2 not recovered or
shown in figure B-4. low bending forces. identified

Resultant web shear from the keel beam loads induced 1. Shear failure of fasteners common to the stiffeners, Medium
while fracturing the keel beam tension bolts is consistent surround structure, and the manufacturing access door.
with initiating shear failure of the access door fasteners Examination of the sheared rivets in the stiffener
common to stiffeners and surround structure shown in zone shows the door attach structure moving down relative
A on figure B-5. This could also be as a result of to the access door.
overpressure in the WCS. 2. Indication of early shear tie failure at the upper panel

attachment of stiffener at RBL 17.2 due to partially
sooted fracture on skin flange of the upper chord.

Additional out of plane forces (pressure on aft surface of 1. Zone B fastener failures are as a result of tension Medium
door) results in tension separation of the remainder of the (prying).
fasteners holding the manufacturing access door to the 2. Impact damage on lower inboard edge of door matches
adjacent web and stiffeners shown in zone B on figure B-3. closely with two sets of witness marks on the

underside of the upper skin panel and stringer.

Access door exits Wing Center Section after breakup of 1. Access door recovered from red debris field. High
SpanWise Beam #3 and the Front Spar and exits fuselage 2. Access door has only apparent light sooting,
(after breakup of fuselage red zone pieces). Access door 3. Front spar, spanwise beam #3, and fuselage must fail
exits prior to fire damage for door to exit.

4. Unsooted web fracture face on the web remaining
attached to the access door with sooted fracture faces
on the web remaining on CW-702.
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ZONE ‘

COMPONENT SWB#2

‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB2-2

PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

Impact forces subsequent to major fire damage result in 1. Examination of sheared rivets in CW-702 show Medium
separation of the web and lower chord on segment CW-702 vertical directionality.
with the lower chord moving up relative to the web. 2. Impact marks in fillet radius of lower chord common

to CW-702 with some evidence of damage to the web
lower edge.

3. Impact marks on the lower skin panel consistent with
rivet pattern on the lower chord skin flange and
remaining portion of rivets in chord “pounded”
upward out of the fastener hole.

Damage consistent with water impact or at least 1, Deformations are subsequent to fire damage since the Medium
subsequent to major fire results in sections CW-701, CW- sections are equally sooted on all surfaces (inside or
702, and CW-708 suffering impact related damage outside on folded material)
occurring at a location approx. 28 inches above the lower 2. Section CW-702 lower web to chord attachment is
surface with an inboard directed impact originating near unsooted on the web surface while the surrounding
the right S.O.B. rib. The applied force could apparently web is sooted.
fold up the sections to approx. RBL 66. 3. Reconstruction activity shows extreme similarity in

corrosion “halo” effect and soot accumulation levels
on CW-701 and CW-702.

4, Side of Body rib web attached to CW-701 is sooted on
the inbd surface but clean on the outbd surface.
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'ZONE ‘

COMPONENT SWB #3

SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB3-1

PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

During an early event in the wing center section, the 1. The lower shear ties have elongated holes and witness High
spanwise beam #3 apparently rotates fwd at the upper end of marks from the fasteners common to the lower skin
the beam and rotated aft at the lower end. The rotation of showing an aft movement of the shear tie relative to the
the beam was possibly centered around the top of the lower skin.
intercostal except for CW-603 (see SWB3-3). 2. The three indicators of fwd movement of the upper High
See figure B-8. chord are: (1) fastener tension failures common to the

web flange of the SWB chord and the floor beam tension
fittings, (2) fastener hole elongation in the skin panel at
the shear tie attachments, and (3) witness marks on the
remnant of the spar chord vertical flange where the
fasteners common to the shear ties translated fwd.

There was possible slight upward movement of the skin There is downward elongation of the holes in the floor beam Medium
panel relative to the SWB upper shear ties while the SWB tension fittings and witness marks on the forward side of the
web was rotating fwd. ” skin panel shear tie holes in the skin panel.
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‘ ZONE ‘

COMPONENT SWB #3

SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB3-2

PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The first fracture generated in the SWE web was possibly at 1. Shear fracture (tearing) between CW-61O and CW-604 Medium
the mating fracture ofCW-610 (green zone) and CW-604 indicates CW-610 shearing fwd of CW-604 (the burr is
(red zone) at LBL 83. CW-610 could remain attached to on the aft sideofCW-610 and on the fwd side of CW-
CW-606 to its left and rotate fwd and to the left. 604).

2. The inbd edge of the web on CW-606 is bent fwd on a Residual deformation may Low
90° angle indicating possible residual deformation. be secondary damage.

The remaining portions of SWB are apparently rotated fwd 1. Shear fractures between the successive SWB segments There are minimal shear Medium
in progression starting with CW-604 (as noted above) and indicate the segment to the left of the fracture tearing burrs produced on the
following with CW-603 and then CW-602. fwd of the segment to the right. This fracture direction mating fracture between

is consistent until the fracture progresses down to CW-603 and CW-602
approx. 10” above the lower chord at which time the possibly indicating a
fracture angle and the burr generated from the tearing different fracture type
action switches from the aft side to the fwd side on the between those two
segment to the left of the fracture. segments and therefore the

2. Recovery field location suggests CW-604 first SWB#3 indicated progression may
segment in debris field followed by CW-603 and then not be valid between those
CW-602. two segments based on

3. Soot accumulation on the fwd side of the web generally fracture examination.
increases from the left to the right.
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'ZONE  ‘

COMPONENT SWB #3

SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB3-3

PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

As segment CW-603 rotates fwd, the lower tension fittings 1. The tension bolt common to the left tension fitting has a High
:ommon to the keel beam may fracture through the pad of portion that remains in the skin panel and a portion that
the tension fitting but not failing the tension bolts. Since remains in the keel beam. Based on the length of the
there are no lower intercostal fwd of the spanwise beam in remaining bolt segments, the tension fitting had to
this section, this segment may rotate about the lower chord. fracture prior to the tension bolt failure for the bolt to be

able to remain in the hole and then be pulled down
further into the hole as compared with it’s original
position when the SWB#3 tension fitting was intact.

2. The lower chord fracture just above the chord fillet
radius) originates near the left and right keel tension
fittings and propagates outward from those locations.

3. The tension bolt common to the tension fitting at RBL
9.0 is fractured at the transition of the shank into the
threads.

4. Fracture of tension fitting end pad is consistent with
bending of tension fitting around the lower SWB chord.

(See figures B-6 and B-7 to clarify supporting observations)
Tension fitting fracture results in loss of tension bolt clamp- Review of structural features. tll~h
up and .65 freeplay in the joint to the keel beam.
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‘ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. SWB3-4

COMPONENT SWB #3 PART ID NO.
I

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The right portions of the spanwise beam which are heavily 1. The fire damage is consistent with the level of soot Medium
fire damaged may remain with the right wing. The sections accumulation and fire damage to the upper skin panel
of spanwise beam may not have remained attached to the interior.
upper panel during wing breakup but possibly remained in 2. Both the stiffener that attaches the spanwise beam web
the cavity between the front spar and SWB#2. to the side of body rib and the spanwise beam web are

sooted on the interface whereas the stiffener to side of
body rib interface is unsooted on both the stiffener and
the S.O.B. web.
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ZONE ‘ SEQUENCE ID NO. FS-1

COMPONENT FRONT SPAR AND LWR PRESSURE BULKHEAD

DESCRIPTION OF P O S S I B L E  SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

As a result of spanwise beam #3 rotating fwd, the upper Impact marks and damage on the aft side of the front spar High
chord of the spanwise beam impacts the aft side of the stiffeners at a distance of approx. 12“ below the upper
front spar stiffeners, This results in crushing of the aft side stiffener shear ties. The damage on the aft side of some of
of the stiffeners at a location shown in figure B-8. the stiffeners shows two distinct impact marks with 3“

vertical separation that equals the chord height of the
spanwise beam upper chord.

The applied impact force on the aft side of the stiffeners Multiple initiation sites of the upper spar chord fracture High
and local buckling of the stiffeners at the impact zone coincident with the floor beam locations at RBL 75 and
results in bending of the upper spar chord between the 57.5, and LBL 11, 33, 75, and 98. These fractures area
vertical and horizontal flange. Overpressure loads may also bending type fracture with the lower edge of the chord
contribute, This bending moment results in a fracture in moving fwd relative to the skin flange of the chord. At all
the fillet radius of the upper spar chord. of these locations, the chord has a slight residual

deformation indicative of an inbd/outbd bowing of the
vertical flange of the chord. See figure B-13.

The one fracture in the upper spar chord fillet radius that Metallurgical review of fracture faces. High
originates at RBL 57.5 apparently progresses inbd from
RBL 57.5 and propagates out of the fillet radius and down
into the vertical flange near RBL 48.

Once the upper chord of the front spar is separated from High
the upper skin, overpressure loads and the resulting
downward loading of the forward end of the keel beam is
reacted by shear loading of the front spar and lower
pressure bulkhead.
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ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. FS-2

COMPONENT FRONT SPAR AND LWR PRESSURE BULKHEAD

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

The upper chord and web deflect fwd in a wave shape as Residual curvature of the upper spar chord and web High
depicted in figure B-13. The area around BL O is partially segments generally show maximum fwd curvature near
restrained by the mass of the water bottles and the keel LBL 66 and RBL 66 with reverse curvature near BL O as
beam attachment. depicted by figure B-13.

Forward rotation of the front spar buckles the stiffeners 1. The lower pressure bulkhead stiffeners (except at LBL High
splicing the lower pressure bulkhead to the front spar. 18) are bent fwd and the forward free flange is

buckled.
2. The stiffener at LBL 18 has minor fwd bending which

is indicative of less fwd rotation near the center of the
front spar above the keel beam,

The fractures through the fillet radius of the upper spar Tension fracture of the vertical flange and adjacent upper Medium
chord separate the front spar from the upper skin panel and edge of the spar web at LBL 66.6 and RBL 48, There is a
the vertical flange of the upper spar chord and web is put tension fracture of the vertical flange of the spar chord at
into tension and results in tension fractures in the vertical RBL 66 but the web exhibits bending prior to separation.
flange of the spar chord and web at LBL 66.6 and RBL 48.
There is also a tension type fracture of the upper spar chord It cannot be determined at this time if the vertical fracture
near RBL 66. at LBL66.6 or RBL 48 occurs first.

The tension loading of the spar web apparently continues The web of the front spar at LBL 66 in the region below The remainder of the web fractures Medium
and manifests itself as a tension failure of the spar web in CW-515 shows reversing slant fractures (indicative of a at LBL66 and both RBL 66 and
vertical splits propagating downward occurring at LBL 66 tension fracture) on both CW-504 and CW-502. The 48, other than those noted in the
and at both RBL 66 and 48. The vertical tearing of the web region just below the upper chord at RBL 48 also exhibits previous paragraph indicate
on the right side converges at RBL 66 near the lower spar the same reversing slant fracture. fractures other than tension.
chord.

The web fracture between CW-501 and CW-502 are Bending indications at the mating fractures of the upper Medium
secondary to the other primary fractures. chord vertical flange and the web. Heavy bending and

twisting fracture at the vertical flange fracture of the lower
spar chord.
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ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. FS-3

COMPONENT FRONT SPAR PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

With the front spar web separated at LBL 66 and RBL 66, Web attachment fasteners common to the front spar web Medium
the downward loads on the forward end of the keel beam and lower pressure bulkhead web indicate a shear direction
result in a shear failure of the rivets connecting the lower of approximately 45 degrees down and inward from LBL
pressure bulkhead web to the front spar web. 33 to LBL 75 and from RBL 26 to RBL 75 (entire outboard

portion of the web). See figure 4-10.

Continued downward loading on the forward portion of the Downward progressing fractures through the Iowcr Medium
keel beam results in vertical separation of the lower pressure bulkhead web at LBL 66 and RBL 66 are at
pressure bulkhead web at LBL 66 and RBL 66. locations corresponding to early fractures in the front spar

web. Fracture patterns are symmetric left to right.
See figure 4-10.

Continued downward loading on the fwd portion of the Early fractures in the ring chord and fuselage at LBL 66 Medium
keel beam is transmitted to the ring chord and fuselage and RBL 66. See figure 4-11, 6-1, and 6-2.
skin just forward of the ring chord at LBL 66 and RBL 66.

Loss of cargo floor and fuselage structure forward of the 1, Minor damage to the front side of the potable water Medium
front spar allows final liberation of the front spar red area bottles mounted on the forward side of the front spar
pieces. indicative of no impact between the bottles and cargo

floor structure,
2. Bending/buckling fracture of the stiffeners between the

front spar and lower pressure bulkhead.
3. Fracture of the front spar lower chord in the chord

fillet radius, originating on each side near LBL 75 and
RBL 75.
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ZONE

COMPONENT KEEL BEAM

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE’ SEQUENCE

The SWB#3 tension fittings common to the keel beam
fracture through the end pad of the fitting resulting in loss
of bolt clamp-up and .65 freeplay in the joint.

Front spar rotation results in separation of 5/16 diameter
tension fasteners common to the keel beam.

With vertical loads being applied at the forward end of the
keel beam common to the lower keel beam chord splice (to
LF6A), fractures are initiated at the fwd end of the upper
keel beam chord attachment common to the lower center
section skin panel and the fasteners that attach the chord to
the skin.

Downward motion of the fwd end of the keel beam bottoms
out the .65 freeplay in the tension fasteners common to
SWB#3 and results in tension failure of the fasteners.

Continued downward motion of the forward end of the keel
beam results in the tensile separation of the SWB#2
tension fasteners common to the keel beam.

SEQUENCE ID NO. KBM-1

PART ID NO.

SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS

See sequence page SWB3-3 regarding tension fasteners
common to the keel beam and the SWB#3 tension fittings

The fastener common to the keel beam tension fittings
have either fractured in the threads or have stripped the
threads from the nuts. The shank of the fasteners that
remain attached to the keel beam are relatively straight as
shown in figure B-10,

Separation of the keel beam upper chord from the lower
center section skin panel was as a result of a combination
of both rivet tension failure and upper chord horizontal
flange tearing from the front spar to the midspar, The
upper chord tearing failures have multiple initiation sites
that predominantly initiate near the intersection of lower
skin panel stringers. At the stringer locations, the keel
chord is attached with titanium fasteners instead of rivets
and would possibly provide additional restraint prior to
separation of the keel chord and the skin. See figure B- 14
for upper chord fracture directions common to forward keel
beam.

The fastener common to the left tension fitting indicates
tension related failure and the remaining portion of the
upper portion of the fastener has been pulled into the hole
in the skin panel by an amount greater than the equivalent
thickness of the end pad of the SWB#3 tension fitting. See
figure B-6.

See sequence page SWB2-1 regarding tension fasteners
common to the keel beam,

NON-SUPPORTING
OBSERVATIONS

There is a zone of fastener shear
failures between S-1 1 and S-13
between zones of fastener tension
failures,

Confidence
Level

High

Medium

Medium
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ZONE SEQUENCE ID NO. KBM-2

COMPONENT KEEL BEAM PART ID NO.

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE SEQUENCE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS NON-SUPPORTING Confidence
OBSERVATIONS Level

Continued downward motion of the forward end of the keel See sequence page MS-1 regarding tension fasteners
beam results in the tensile separation of the Midspar common to the keel beam.
tension fasteners common to the keel beam.

Continued downward deflection of the fwd end of the keel Review of the fracture types and directions associated with High
beam produces a bending moment in the keel beam that is the fractures of the upper chord, web, and lower chord of
sufficient to cause the fracture to propagate through the the keel beam at the aft end of the keel beam segment
vertical flange of the upper keel beam chord, into the web LF14A.
resulting in a net area tension failure of the web and finally
in a bending fracture of the keel beam lower chord at STA
1241. The fracture locations are symmetric about both
sides of the keel beam box.

During the rotation of the keel beam and the separation See figures B-3, B-4, B-6, B-7 and B-10. High
from the lower skin panel, the motion results in aftward
bending of the portion of the keel beam tension fasteners
that are protruding from the top surface of the keel beam
upper chord and also produces the drag marks in the lower
skin panel holes common to the tension bolts.

Compression buckling of forward keel beam web and upper Compression buckling of web and remaining portion of Medium
chord occurs after the upper chord separation from the upper chord of forward portion of keel beam.
lower web skin, possibly just after separation.

Continued downward movement of LF6A relative to the 1. Downward bending fracture of the keel beam lower Medium
forward keel beam results in a bending fracture of the keel chord splice.
beam lower chord splice and also initiates bending fracture 2. Ring chord fracture initiates at LBL 9 and propagates
of the lower pressure bulkhead ring chord at LBL 9. left and right.
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Floor Beam Characteristics of Segments Remaining  Attached to Frames

Location  Indications of movement of Features and characteristics Remarks
Tag Number floor beam relative to frame

980 Left unknown Floor beam attachment cut
to tit into reconstruction

960 Left Upward at body frame Upper chord outboard of stanchion remnant shows upward bending on No stanchion.
fracture and residual bending of rivet head. Frame not attached to skin.

940 Left Downward 24” length of separated and unsupported upper chord is bent down at LBL No frame at floor beam

FBM 3C 75 and lower chord has local residual deformation downward at LBL 75 Frame not attached to skin.

920 Left Upward Upper chord fracture consistent with upward bending but no local residual Frame not attached to skin

FBM6D FBM6E
deformation in chord. Upward residual bending of floor beam inbd of frame
(FBM 6E)

900 Left Upward Upper chord has local residual bending upward but lower chord has local Frame not attached to skin.

FBM12C  and
residual bending down. Mating fracture on FBM 12C shows loarge upward

FBM8A
deformation of upper chord at frame.

880 Left Upward Upward deformation of small portion of floor beam at frame. Frame not attached to skin

FBM31E

860 Left Upward at stanchion Upper chord shows upward bending fracture (tension on lower edge of Frame and stanchion remain

LF5
chord and fracture propagation direction. Lower chord has appearances of a attached to skin
tensile fracture

840 Left Upward at stanchion Local bending of lower chord with upward residual deformation. Upper Frame and stanchion remain

LF5
chord fracture propagation direction appears to be upward attached to skin

820 Left Upward at stanchion Tension fracture of lower flange of the lower chord. Upper chord fracture Same upper chord fracture

LF5
type and propagation direction appears to be consistent with upward type and shape as STA 840.
fracture.

Frame and stanchion remain
attached to skin.

800 Left Upward Upper chord has free flanges torn in a manner that looks more like the floor Frame and stanchion remain
beam deflected upward than it would if the floor beam had deflected attached to skin
downward. Lower chord tension’? fracture of lower flange midway between
stanchion and body frame.

780 Left Unknown No frame at floor beam.



Floor Beam Characteristics of Segments Remaining Attached to Frames

Location / Indications of movement of Features and characteristics Remarks
Tag Number floor beam relative to frame

980 Right Unknown No frame or stanchion
960 Right Unknown No frame or stanchion
940 Right Unknown No frame or stanchion
920 Right Upward /  Twist’? Upper chord fracture consistent with upward bending but no local residual Frame not attached to skin

FBM6C FBM3A deformation in chord. Local residual deformation in FBM3A near RBL 98

900 Right Downward at stanchion Long portion of the upper flange of the upper chord has local downward Frame and stanchion remain

RF1 FBM8B
bending at the inbd fracture and the entire chord is bent down near the attached to skin
stanchion. The lower chord also has local downward bending at the
fracture.

880 Right Downward at stanchion Long portion of the upper flange of the upper chord has local downward Frame and stanchion remain

RFl
bending at the inbd fracture and the entire chord is bent down near the attached to skin
stanchion. The lower chord has a downward tearing fracture on the lower
flange with little residual deformation.

860 Right Inconclusive 6“ portion of the upper chord inboard of the stanchion is bent down but local Frame and stanchion remain

RF1
residual deformation at the fracture is upward. The long portion of the attached to skin
lower chord is bent down and fwd at the stanchion but since it is
unsupported over the remainder of it’s length, it is inconclusive.

840 Right Downward at stanchion Local residual deformation at the fracture of the upper chord at the stanchion Frame and stanchion remain

RF1
is downward. The lower chord as a fracture (tension at the upper edge of the attached to skin
chord) consistent with down bending and has slight downward residual
deformation. Web fracture direction is not apparent. Top half of aft fastener
head broken off at lower chord stanchion shear tie.

820 Right Downward at stanchion Upper chord has downward residual deformation at stanchion. Lower chord Frame and stanchion remain

RF1
and web fractures are inconclusive. Indications are cracking and bending attached to skin
are from aft to forward

800 Right Downward? Not 100% conclusive but the upper chord shows downward buckling near Frame and stanchion remain
RF1 the stanchion. The lower chord and web are inconclusive. attached to skin

780 Right Downward 16“ length of upper chord is bent down at the stanchion. Inbd fracture has Frame and stanchion not

RFl
torn web flange from between free flange (producing a slot) which would be attached to skin
consistent with downward tearing but the inbd end has slight residual
deformation upward. Lower chord inconclusive. Upper chord is bent aft
and buckled aft outbd of stanchion

760 Right Inconclusive Some indication of bending down and aft for upper chord Floor beam fractured outbd
FBM24C of stanchion

—
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APPENDIX C

C. 1 Front Spar Lower Horizontal Chord - Existing Fatigue Cracking

Fatigue cracks were found in the Front Spar lower horizontal chord in the fillet radius
just outboard of the underwing longeron splice fittings at both RBL and LBL 80. The existing
cracks were approximately 1.2 inch and 1.45 inch on the RHS and LHS, respectively. The
cracks originated at the inside fillet radius and were part through cracks, progressing
approximately one third through the chord thickness (approximately 0.10 inch deep and 0.125
inch deep on the RHS and LHS, respectively). A schematic illustration of the fatigue cracking is
shown on the top of the following page.

The Front Spar lower horizontal chord in the vicinity of the fatigue cracking is subjected
to inspection under the Supplemental Structural Inspection Document (SSID) program. A
previous instance of cracking at this location was found on a different 747-100. Those cracks
were larger than the ones identified on TWA800 but also did not extend through the thickness of
the chord. Cracking between the horizontal and vertical legs of the chord is initiated by
secondary deflections acting to open and close the angle between the lower chord legs as a
function of body pressure and underwing longeron loads. The orientation and configuration of
the cracking does not degrade the capability of the front spar lower chord in performing its
primary function of reacting wing bending loads as part of the basic wing box structure. This
region is affected by SB 747-53-2064 for adjacent ring chord cracking. The modification per SB
747-53-2064 had been instaHedonN93119 in 1982, incorporating two bathtub fittings on the
Wing Center Section lower skin panel and a double bathtub fitting on the fuselage skin. These
fittings are immediately adjacent to the underwing longeron splice fitting and serve to provide an
alternate load path for the Iongeron forward/aft loads. It is apparent from the bathtub fitting
arrangement that the post-modification configuration is very stiff and the deflection that would
have initiated and propagated the fatigue cracking has been significantly limited. Without
continued deflection, the fatigue growth cannot continue, indicating that the minor fatigue
cracking existed prior to the installation of the bathtub fittings.

Examination of the area of fatigue cracking and adjacent material on the fracture face
indicates an abrupt transition from slow crack growth to a sudden ductile fracture. This provides
further confirmation that the cracking did not propagate to failure due to fatigue but rather was
the result of a one time static overload associated with structural breakup. The NTSB Materials
Laboratory has examined the larger of the two cracks and will issue a separate report. A more
complete description of the fatigue cracking may also be found in the Metallurgical Field Notes.

Finally, the structural breakup pattern of the front spar has been discussed in Sections
4.11 and 4.12. The fracture of the lower chord through the fillet radius is consistent with the
impact of SWB #3 on the front spar and the subsequent overpressure acting on the front spar
rotating it forward about the lower chord. A similar fracture occurred in the fillet radius of the
upper chords of the front spar and SWB #3 as well as through part of the lower chord of SWB
#3. It should be noted that it is the propagation of the fracture at the fillet radius which has
coincidentally exposed the two areas of localized, pre-existing fatigue cracking near RBL and
LBL 80 in the lower chord.





c.3 Longitudinal Floorbeam at Front Spar - existing fatigue cracking

Small cracks were found in the shear tie of the LBL 75.92 and the LBL 33.99
longitudinal floorbeams at the intersection with the Front Spar upper chord at STA 1000. The
LBL 75.92 shear tie has a 0.15 inch fatigue crack emanating from the aft side of the hole and a
possible 0.125 inch fatigue crack emanating from the forward side of the hole as shown. The
LBL 33.99 shear tie has a 0.25 inch fatigue crack emanating from the forward side of the hole.
Examination of the area of fatigue cracking and adjacent material on the fracture face indicates
an abrupt transition from slow crack growth to a sudden ductile fracture. This provides further
confirmation that the cracking did not propagate to failure due to fatigue but rather was the result
of a one time static overload associated with structural breakup.

The component is a secondary attachment for floor structure and does not contribute to
carrying primary airframe loads.

See the Metallurgical Field Notes for a complete cracking description.
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APPENDIX E

BOEING SUPPORTING DATA



Appendix E: Boeing Supporting Data

E. 1 Introduction

Both concurrent with and subsequent to the determinations of the Sequence
Group, Boeing conducted separate analyses in the Seattle area to address various steps of
the documented breakup sequence. This exercise was done with the intent of providing
added assurance that the sequence as determined from the wreckage evaluation on site
would in fact be rational from the perspective of a much more rigorous analytical
assessment of airplane loads, stresses, and predicted structural behavior.

The primary analysis tool used was an ANSYS finite element model comprised of
the fuselage from FS 520 to FS 1480 and the majority of the wing box. Due to the very
large size of the model (approximately 120,000 degrees of freedom) and the need to run
thousands of iterations to address the nonlinear, dynamic effects of the structural
behavior, a number of weeks of run time were required on the Cray T94 computer.

Only selected aspects have been presented in this appendix added as part of the
April, 1997 reconvening of the Sequence Group. The analysis work is still ongoing and
further tasks may possibly be defined as a result of the latest efforts by the Group. This
data is presented with the intent of supplementing, not replacing, the stress analysis done
on site within the Group and summarized in Appendix D.

E.2 Failure Initiation in the Red Area Fuselage

The computer model was adapted to simulate the failure of SWB #3 and the front
spar as described in Sections 4.10 and 4.11. For the purpose of these analyses a sustained
overpressure of 25 psi was assumed in the wing center section. This number was
selected because it is somewhat higher than the minimum breaking strength of center
section spanwise beams which would make it reasonably representative of a fuel-air
combustion minimum overpressure. The fuselage was pressurized to 4 psi cabin pressure
differential.

The model confirms that the mass of the potable water tanks will impede the
forward motion in the center region of the front spar under overpressure loading. Failure
of the remaining upper chord and web at LBL 66 and RBL 66 would be the expected
result from the model. The model was then run with the front spar and lower bulkhead
webs fractured at LBL 66 and RBL 66. Figure E -1 shows the predicted fuselage ring
chord and skin stress in the hoop direction to be approximately 60 KSI. This would
therefore exceed an allowable stress of approximately 55 KSI resulting in a predicted net
tension failure of the fuselage at S-40 (BL 66).
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E.3 Sequence of Wing Tip Failure and Wing Center Section Failure in Wing Bending

The objective of this phase was to determine that the wingtips could be expected
to fail prior to-failure of the already damaged wing center section for an airplane
conjuration and flight condition rational for Flight 800 just prior to major breakup. It
was assumed that with the forward fuselage gone that the remaining airplane would
eventually reach a high angle of attack attitude due to the pronounced bias in aft center of
gravity. Since secondary radar returns do not appear to show a significant speed change
300 knots was assumed. Most important was the relative loading and strength at the tip
failure location (approximately WS 1195) versus the center section rather than the
absolute loading values. Two different levels of wing center section damage were
assumed to envelope what was believed to be represented by the wreckage. Damage was
primarily introduced by “deleting” effectiveness of varying amounts of forward upward
skin panel to simulate loss of support (i.e. front spar, SWB #3, longitudinal floor beams,
SWB #2?) and resultant load carrying capability of the skin panel..

The analysis concluded that at a high angle of attack and approximately 5.5 to 6.0
“g” load factor the wing tips would fail while the wing center section with the lesser level
of damage would continue to carry the predicted loads. Figure E -2 shows the margin of
safety for the upper wing panel in compression (up bending) buckling versus wing
percent span. As the figure shows, the margin of safety just outboard of the outboard
engine is minus four percent.

With the aerodynamic loading assumptions modified to account for the wing tip
removed the analysis was then rerun to determine if it is still rational to expect the center
wing box to fail after the tip is gone. Figure E -3 shows the results of this analysis
illustrating that the wing upper panel would buckle if the damage was somewhat more
severe than the minimum level of “Case l“. This loading case represented a further
increase in load factor of approximately 1 “g” over and above the flight condition which
resulted in the prior wing tip failure. The two wing bending analyses (tip on and tip off)
do appear to support the premise that SWB #2 was still sufficiently intact to provide
substantial support to the wing upper panel. This would be consistent with localized
damage to only the mid-portion of the beam due to keel beam separation.

E.4 Discussion of Original 747-100 Static Test Airplane Wing Destruction Test Results

As another check on the relative wing bending strength of the wing tip region
versus the center section the original 747-100 static test airframe wing destruction test
was reviewed. in this test the primary failure was upper panel compression buckling just
outboard the left side of body. However there was also a secondary failure a fraction of a
second later at (also upper panel compression buckling) at WS 1196 just outboard the # 1
nacelle. A photo of the side of body failure is provided as Figure E -4 and a photo of the
wing tip failure is provided as Figure E -5. Both photos are looking at the top of the left
wing. The failure at the wing tip area on the test airplane is almost identical in location
and type to those documented for left and right wing on Flight 800.

The test confirmed the similarity of relative bending strengths of the wingtip
versus side of body region. It would be expected that with some center section



overpressure damage the upper panel buckling initiation would move from just outboard
the side of body to just inboard (as documented near the left side of body on Flight 800).
The fact that the initial wing failure on Flight 800 was biased toward the wingtip versus
the compromised center section can still be explained by the respective wing loadings of
the test airplane versus Flight 800. The most significant difference relates to loss of lift
on the inboard wing of the Flight 800 airplane due to the aerodynamic inefficiencies
associated with the missing forward body and wing to body fairing.

E.5 Summary

The Boeing analysis effort directed at providing additional confirmation of
various aspects of the documented breakup sequence is still ongoing. Because of the size
of the computer models involved this is a time consuming process and represents a
significant resource commitment for Boeing. To date analysis has been done to replicate
sequence elements for wing center section overpressure driven failure up to and
including failure initiation of the red area fuselage lower lobe adjacent to the front spar.
Analysis has also addressed the sequence of wingtip failure and wing center section
failure due to upbending overload. Examples of areas of ongoing analysis are the
forward keel beam separation and fracture propagation in the fuselage lower lobe. As of
the time of inclusion of this appendix (April 8, 1997) the analysis has uncovered nothing
to refute the basic findings of the Sequence Group.












